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I NOMENCLATURE

Ia Radius of disk

C Torque coelfficient def ined by 7V W, one side of the disk.'

g Acceleration due to gravity

It Velocity ratio

4Angular velocity of'fluid ring
(a Angular- velocity of ro tatn lm

M Frictional torque

p Pressure

Re Reynolds number based on disk radius Re
a Axial Distance between disks
u Absolute tangnntial velocity component

ýV Absolute radial velocity component

0 Reference radial velocity near s ta tor

V Reference radial, velocity near rotor

a Distance normal to rotor or stator

F Rotating disk boundary layer thickness

Stationary, disk boundary layer thickness

L ~ Cylindrical wall boundary layer thickness

t" Dynamic viscosity

eMass density

To Doundary shear stress
'Radial component of shear stress.

Iu TangentialL component of shear, stress

lI Kinematic viscosity



XOMk.HCLATURE (continued)

r Radius

Radius of fluid level on high pressure atde of the disk

rL Radius of f luid level on low pressure side of the disk

7-s - or b submersion ratio

T F Thrust

W Laoss, of gas due to absorption by the liquid

jjC Solar 'Concentration

D Mass di-ffusivity

IT, Temperature
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. -I. SIMMARY

"f The Space Power and Propulsion Section of the General Electric Company

.has been under -contract to the Aeronautical Systems Division, Wright

< Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio, since April 15, 1962, for the development

"of dynamic shaft seals for space applications. The objective of this

-program is to acquire the techniques for sealing high speed rotating shafts

"" -under the operating conditions of high temperature liquid metals and vapors,

the near-vacuum environments of space, and to provide long seal life.

V ,A. The contract specifies the following requirements:

"1 1. The fluid to be sealed shall be potassium.

"2. The seals shall be operative at fluid temperatures from the

melting point of the fluid selected to 1400*F.

S3. The pressure on the fluid side of the seal shall be 15 psi and

the external pressure shall be 10 mm Hg.

4. The speed of the rotating shaft shall be a maximum of 36,000 rpm.

5. The seal, or seal combinations, shall be designed for 10,000 hours

of maintenance-free life.

G 6. The working fluid, potassium, shall be used as the seal lubricant.

7. The seal, or seal combinations, shall be capable of maintaining

zero leakage - in the technical sense - under all conditions

- of operation.

S. The seals shall be designed for a 1.0 inch diameter shaft.

S9. The seals shall be capablu ot operating in a zero "•" environment.

'I ...
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B. The soal ovaluation shall consist of:

I. Preliminary experiments with water.

2. lO0-Hour operational. screening test with liquid metal.

- 3. Thermal-cycling test with liquid metal.

J 4. 3000-Howr life test with liquid metal.

J This report covers progress during the quarter ending October 15, 1963.

The main events of this reporting period are:

I. A theoretical investigation of rotating fluid ring seals has

been completed. The analysis predicts the performance of plain

U rotating housing and rotating disk seals.

2• The experimental investigation of the interface instability

associated with rotating fluid ring seals continued utilizing

'the water seal test rig in Building 302. The testing provided

additional data concerning the extreme operating range of the DZL.

seals which were designed to alleviate the interface instability

"problem. So far, two seal concepts have been developed which

suppressed liquid leakage up to speeds of 20,000 RPM.

3. Water seal testing was also performed on the rotating disk-squeeze

seal configuration to obtain additional test data for correlating

the squeeze seal results with theoretical analysis.

U 4. The open loop of the water seal rig facility was converted to a

close loop so that other fluids such as oil can be evaluated as

: . .. sealing fluids. Seal testing for the SNAP 8 project using

Dow'.s ET378 oil was initiated. This work was performed under a

sub-contract from the General Electric Advanced Technology

Laboratory. Both DZL (Dynamic zero leakage) seal configurations

"which were previously checke.d out in water were evaluated with

-
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this fluid. The ET 378 has a considerably lower vapor

"," pressure-temperature relationship than water. Therefore

attempts have been made to seal atmospheric air against a vacuum

, of 29 inch Hg utilizing the converted water seal test rig. With

the existing seal conilgurations designed for water operation,

f vacuum sealing was successfully obtained at speeds above

7000 Rpm. The tests were basically of qualitative nature, however,

f-no lof Uid lui d leakage due to fluid ring interface instability

on the vacuum side could be observed up to the maximum testing

speed of 15, OO RPM with the seal configurations designed for the

liquid metal test phase. The seal investigations with ET 378

oilI continue.

* 5. Manufacture ,of the liquid metal seal ¶est facility continued

- according to the revised schedule. Installation of piping and

hardware has- been 75% completed.

-6. The liquid metal seal test rig manufacture continues. All drawings

-" on 'the basic test rig including the liquid metal seal configuration

have been finalized. Presently process specifications for

manufacture are being prepared.

SI 7. All metallurgical data required for the manufacture of the liquid

metal seal test rig has been obtained.

-3-I



1- I.- THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIGN OF ROTATING FWXID R I%(G SEALS

1. NTRDUCTION

L, The contact-free dynamic shaft seal has- recently become Important due
to the extreme operating 0requi~rements of a space power system. These

[requirements Include high rotational speed, long life, operation in a

vacuum, andizero leakage of, working fluids, Of the various methods of

[providing such a seal that have been Investigated,,oeo tema promising

isthe slinger seal, which consists of a circular disk In a housing. A

fluid s int ode inothe housing and is thrown to the periphr-o h

[housing by either rotating the disk or the housing. The liquid fluid ring that

is4 formed due to this rotation acts as the seal.

It Is the purpose of this report to investigate the flow wi~hin the
U-sea]l. and to theoretically develop-expressions for the significant seal

Ii7 parameters.

[ .7ne type -of flow within, the seal, depends upon the seal geometry and the

Reynolds number -of the rotating element. The different flow regimes that

I may exist are:

Ia. CLOSE CLEARACE., LAMINAR FLOW. The boundary layers on the rotor and
stator are merged.

11 b. CLOSE CLEARANCES, TUIRBULENT FLOW. Same as Regime Ia except that the
boundary layers are turbulent.

-4-



Ia 'SEPARATE BOUARY LAYERS, LAINAR FLOW. Acore regineit ewe

the boundary layers on the rotor and stator. No change in velocity is

- -expected to occur in this core.

11Jb. SEPARATE BOUNDARY.LAYERS, TURBULENT FLOW. Same as Regime JNm except

that the boundary-layers are turbulent. .

FAt -this time experiments with slinger seals indicate that only Regime 1Ib

Is encountered. Therefore, this analysis appl-tes only to the case of separate

Sboundary layers on the disks and a rotating core fluid between the boundary

layers.

SThe. following assumptions are made for the case of separate turbulent

boundary layers on the disks and cylindrical wall. Figure 1 is a sketchF • of the seal and shows the various nomenclature. The fluid outside the

Sboundary layers rotates as a solid body with an angular velocity, 1 KwF.

This velocity Is assumed constant over the wetted surface and Is in the range

0 < K < 1.0. All the radial flow occurs within the boundary layers; fluid

flows radially outward on the rotating disk In a boundary layer of thickness B,

axially away from the rotating disk in. the- layer on the cylindrical wall of

r thickness 6 • and radially Inward on the stationary disk in a layer of

thIckness t. The axial pressure gradient In the core fluid Is zero, and

the pressure in this core is imposed on the boundary layers. The torque of

the rotating elements on the fluid is equal to the torque of the fluid on

the stationary elements. Radial tip clearance is so small that each side of

the disk can be considered separately, and the axial thickness of the disk

is considered to be negligible..

I a I
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j'. This analysis is performed by considering the flow on the rotating

dk, the stationary disk, and the cylindrical wall separately. An

expression- for the frictioniLL-moment on each of these elements is developed

-and then combined for the rotating disk seal and the rotating housing seal.

"A frictionw torque coefficient is then Introduced and expressions are

developed which- allow -the detexmination of this coefficient as a function

- of disk submersion,, axial spacing and Reynolds number. This coefficient is

In terms of -the friction torque on one side of the disk only.

The thrust that is developed in the seal is also Investigated and an

fexpression is derived f or this thrust.

i - Finally, the leakage of a gas due to absorption of the gas by the liquid

7Is studied.

[I
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2. DEFINITIGI OF TERMS

ROTATING DISK SEAL -A'seal In which a circular disk rotates in a

iE Isttoayclnrclhuig
[E .:-ROTATING6 DOUSING SEAL.- A seal In which the cylindrical housing rotates

and the circular disk is stationary.

SUBM[ENSION RATIO--- A term used to Indicate the portion of the disk

'that is covered by the rotating fluid. It is

defined as x - where a is the radius

of the disk and r Is the radius of the f luid.

surface.

LVELOCITY RATIO - The ratio of the angular velocity of the fluid
ýto the angular velocity of the rotating element.

-7



3.THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF REGIME Ilb

The momentum equations for the radial and tangential directions can

be written:

:STATIONARY DISK..

JRadial momentum equation

Ta gential momentum equation

ii ~ROTATING DISK

P Radi~al-momentum equation

(2a) (fY J)- Zr f S

- Tangential-momentum equation

P(2b) a (r vu(r( vl

The exact boundary layer profiles on the disks in this type of flow are not

known. threo e, bundary layer profiles that have been measured In

flow over flat plates have been assumed:

Bloth disks: 'Vs o~~)"(-

i ~~Rotating disks:c ,-4)[

-8a-



IThose prof Ilea allow the calculation of the following integral values,

rwhich can be substituted Into the momentum equations.

-.oth disks:V

() ttionary disks~fll 2r~ r3~( ) fV.uc. r 2 (3

L ~ ~~~Rotating: disksf~(di r1 O ( ~~~ ~ ÷ ~ s(,g

.For the calculation of Ua the pressure in -the boundary layer Is

assumed-to be superimposed on it by the flow outside of the boundary layer.

In this flow regime, it is the pressure rise In the core fluid. In the

Iicore, there is no radial component of the flow and the velocity of the*
fluid is given by U =rý. The pressure gradient can be written as

,which leads to 4r$ This allows the

tal-culation:

Uwhich assumes that the pressure in the core fluid Is constant In the axial

direction.

fThe shear stress in the boundary layers Is given by:
(Reference 2)

which has been experimentally determined for flow in straight ducts. The

stress and velocity must be divided into radial and tangential components for

Iuse in the momentum equations.



STATIONARY DISK

I The- she.., stress, on the stationary disk can be written as:

1(6) Ti

Substitution -of. Equa-tio~ns-(4), (5), and (6) in the momentum equations (I&)

and (lb) yields C

.107

jL The te--iss las compared with I and has been neglected. By

introduc~ing an 119tefractional

exponents of _cn, be eliminated and Equation (7) assumen the followingfo .
*d 

d-L

3?.

The follwingsouion sX / have-been intrlodued it sre

(10)4

-. -- - 1
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The -method of Variation of Parameters Is used to solve these equations.

' Using this methodI N1and p have to be selected such that the exponents of

xIn Equation (a). are different only by Integers.. This occurs when

'2 9/10- And P39 1/10.

The coefficientsC and d have been determined such that the left band. sides of

IIEquation (113) are identically equal to the right hand sides. A lengthy

[ ~ ~calculation yields: /L

The frictional moment on one side of the disk Is given by

L (12) ( -2 7-rrf r

Combining Equation (6) with Equation (12) gives:

since d.is a. function of x~ the Integral,*..~.. must be Integrated

Jjgraphically. ]Figure 2 Is a plot of dVs. X.

I ýSi nce the curve is asymptotic to the vertical axis, the Integration In the

range 0< x,< .02 is carried out by assuming d x l/L0 1/2 b 3/2

(.8554),and (1 -X)l/ I (5c which gives

(1)I4 7
OIL 00 0 ZZ5



I Itegration of the remainin prin of the curve is performed by lieti

ýmethods. The limits of this integration depend upon the wetted portion of

the disk and have been taken sanX 1.0, .6, .4, and .2, where X 1.0 Is

.1the case of a compl etely submerged disk. Table I gi ves the values of the

i;integral for 'the various values of X.,

4 TALE I

lizX -dx C

L1.0 .336 .373

u.6 .330 .367

1..4 .292 .329

.2 .195 .232

*The total friction moment for one side of the stationary disk is therefore:

(15) 4.V b Z rAsoA/z 0U4 36 9, .01

*J For simplicity, let 1C .0369 +" c c

The values of C are also given in Table 1. Equation (t5)Y can then be written

* i * [1as:

*~~~ If (16) m ~ 2 oz z t).



ROTATING:DISK 
i

I -The s .ubstitution of Equations (4), (5) and- (6-) -into.Equation (2a) 1
ýand (2b) gives the momentum equations for the- rotating disk:

- 3B

(See Footnote)

-In these equations j9has been replaced by b W1)adV yV*

Dropping the bracket terms with the 3/8 exponents and substituting

I Li
Into the momentum equation results in:

0 z 72*7-e -4

U '(19)

Footnote: C )means derivative with respect to r or a.



These equa-tions ca" be. solved as:

[The f riction moment on the rotating disk Is:

(21) rn-a Z Zr -Ir

.and the shear shear stress on the rotating disk is:

Il (22)

Substituting Equation (18) and (22) Into Equation (21) gives the moment

11Letting X a allows this expression to be dimensionalized and

integrated to give the-moment on the rotating disk

II(24) 6Lr2r.oLs~~

'F/
IA

I - ~.23
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CyLINDRICALVWALL

The final portion of the seal that must be considered is the cylindrical

.. all. The shear stress at the wall is given by:

(25) = .) ( V

. This is the shear stress for turbulent flow through a circular p..pe, which

"1I is given in Reference 2. Assuming that the boundary layer thickness . is

' equal to the boundary layer thickness, S , at the periphery of the rotating

I: disk and utilizing Equation (18) results In

The moment on stationary cylindrical wall is then

CALCULATION OF

The torque on the rotating parts of the seal must be equal to the torque

on the stationary parts. This requirement allows Equations (16), (24), and

(27) to be combined so that the velocity ratio-A can be calculated. -The-

[two types of seals that are being considered are the rotating disk seal and

the rotating housing seal. For analysis purposes. the main difference in

the two seals is whether the cylindrical wall is rotating or stationary.

I Each case is considered separately and the differences can be readily seen.

:I•
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A. Rtat ing Disk S tat Iona ry. Hous Ing SealI

FFor the cýase of terain dskseal, the cylindr ical Wall Is stationary

and the moment on the stationar y pa rts Is the sun 'of the inomen tsnca the

a ataticrary disk and the cyl~indrical wall, or

J Howev~er,*

and

Therefore

p (28) rr~.~s)oJ(g4[. 3 4i

Equating the moments on the stationary parts and rotating parts gives

Zr(.Oz Ls)p a-

pSimplifying and letting C2 1Z I 't- )2 yields

(29) 3



:The value Of that satisfies Equation (29) can be obtained by plotting

. the--left hand side'and the right -hand side of the equation against the

Li
velocity ratio. Their Intersection Is the value "1 for which the

moments on the stationary and rotating parts are identical. This has been

_(A)
' done in Figure 3 and it can be seen that only one value ofexists

for each value of s/a and X.

a- rFigure 4 shows the variation of K - with - for various
LAJ a

values of s/a. It can be seen that as the amount of subme rs ion decreases,

the velocity ratio also decreases. This can be explained by the fact that

:as the submersion decreases, the area of the cylindrical wall plays a

£proportionally greater part in retarding the rotation of the fluid.

[ B. Rotating Housing-stationary Disk Seal

:In the rotating housing seal the 'nylindricai wall is rotating and the

moment on this wall must be added to the moment on the rotating disk and

I their sum equated to the moment on the stationary disk.

Equation (27) must be altered due to the fact that the velocity of

. the fluid relative to the wall is now (t.O,- ) Instead of " This leads to:

(30)The total' torque on the rotating parts is:

Equating (16) and (30) gives:

1 (31)ý

I [T3



:,The solutions of Equation (31) are shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6

"shows the variation of I with a

F•,, , .... .. Just .as the cylindrical wall retarded the flow in the rotating disk

seal, it adds-a driving surface in the rotating housing seal and results

in increases values of K, particularly for small submersions,.

TORQUE COEFFICIEN4T

L The coefficient of friction torque is defined by the expression

(32

.By equating this defined torque to the torque on the rotating parts (Equations

24 and 30)• expressions for C are obtained for the rotating disk seal and

the rotating housing seal. It is again pointed out that this C Is for one

side of the disk only.

[ A. Rotating Disk

Equating (32) and (24) yields 7)1- / ii/

Defining Reynolds number as and simplifying results in

This equation has been plotted in Figures 7 and C to show the variation

of C mwith r and s/a. Since Figure 8 shows that C is proportional to

1/10
i'(s/a) the following solution was assumod.

,7/



A ýPolynomail expressio0 ~ A.An terms of the submersion ratio, X, was

:obtained bY cuJrve f itting and Is shown in Figure- This polynomial1
comb .ined with Eqain(4 gives the friction coefficient for one side

Lof a rotating disk In a stationary housing

-0 (35) A/0 8X-•i/Io
FB. -Rotating Housing
[ n a manner s im ilar to that used for the rotating disk seal, an expression

for the torque coefficient In the rotating ho Sin eal can be written as:.

This xpresionhas 11, which show tha

Thsepesonhsbe lotted In Figures 10 ad 1

A C varies with approximately the one fifth power of s/a. Therefore, a solution

I {of the form

A a /

was attempted and the following Polynomial for A was obtained.

A .0149 + .1813 x -.241 x + . 106 x

pThis gives an expression for the friction torque coefficient for one side of
a rotating housing seal.-

To facilitate aeo f this expression, the polynomial In X is plottod
In hFigu re 12.



4 '.Tflft!ST

Ano 1theor impor tant, conys tdera tion in this type of seal is the thrust

that Is' d~ev4eloped dite ýto the unequal liquid levels on the two sides of the

Idisk, 'and to the dif ference-in the angular velocities of the liquids on the

opposite sides' of the. d ish.

Consider the configuration showni below, which consists of a rotating

[and a sat-onary disk. The radius to the iquiid level is denoted. by r0 and

the static: pressure by Pf o 0

The pressure gradient within the fluid cam be written as

L ~ ~(38) an

[1Assuming 7  and constant over the entire core fluid allows the calculation

of the hydraulic pressure difference between r r0 and r a.

Th pressure a n point n heliquidcn then be written as:

(40) 1pO- f



The thrust on a omall differential of'&area dA is

(41) dF P dA

.1 ntroducing, the area d4 ?rrrdr and us Ing Equation (40) yields

Integrating this expression be-tween the limits r =r 0 and r a gives the

thrust on the disks due to the hydraulic pressure.

Simplifying

(44) F

However, Equation (40) shows that.

(45)

where P is the pressure at the tip of the disk.
T

Combining Equations (41) and (42) givos the thrust due to the hydraulic

pressure of the rotating liquid,

[ (46)

BP
i.LIn order to apply this equation to a rotating housing seal, consider

the following sketch of a- typical seal:

-21-



[1

The thrust 'on the disk Is the algebraic sun of the hydraulic and static

17thrust on- botIL sides of the disk, or

-[-Applying Equation (48) to both sides of the disk and assuming that the

'*vpressure on, the Row. pressure side I's zero, gives the resulting thrust

Simplifying

17 ~~~(47) F e 'F ~ r(L~r-

S . DIFFUSION

The space power systems that use fluid ring seals operate withi a limited

jsupply of working fluids. These fluids often consist of gases as well as

li~iuids, which make the problem of diffusion of the gases Into the liquid

an Important one. iSince the fluid seals are often open to the vacuum of

Ispace, any gas-that is, absorbed by the liquid can very easily be lost from

the system.



IThis problem cam be approached through the theory of forced-convection

"aso transfer, as presented In Reference 8. The absorption of a gas by the

flui& ring in a seal is. ana-logousto the absorption of a gas by a falling

f Ila of liquid. The gas Is assumed to be only slightly soluble In the,

lqui~d, and to diffuse so slowly thal-t it will not penetrate very far into

the liquid. Figure 13 is a sketch of the seal, showing the liquid ring
that is3 assumed to 7capture" the,-gas.

*-The expression for the diffusioq.oL the gas Into the liquid Is

(48) 2&~2rrflsC

Uwhere C s olar concentration of the gas at the liquid surface M

N molecular weight of the gas

II.D Mass diffusivity of the gas in the liquid.

fAssuming that the gas behaves as a perfect gas allows the reduction of

Equation (48) to the following form:

* where bi2

D ca/see

II r -cm.

a uca

I~ R ev./min. -

- 23-.



Equation: (49) gives the rate at which a gas will be absorbed by the

liquid in a slinger seal. The major limita-tion to this theore-tical equation

iAs the determination of an accurate value for the mass d-iffus-ivity. Values

are not available for any of the fluids -that are acceptable for space power

systems. The molar concentration of the gas at the liquid interface Is also

~tvdifficult -to predict, since it varies- with the pressure and temperature,
and with the rate at which the liquid- vaporizes,

The use of Equation (49) Is shown in the following example, which

consists of water and air. Assume that air behaves as a perfect gas at

sea level condition.

j4

57 sdi r~Z~ -p- 7 . rsoE

Therefore

LThis example shows that the loss of a gas by absorption into the rotating fluid

ring of 'a ýslinger seal can be appreciable.



S..... .... ................. ... . ....4' . . . . . . . .

6. CON•CLUSION(S

l .
. Since the Only published data on this subject that is available covers

the case of a completely submerged rotating disk with a stationary housing,

a• scomparison with existing results r•,s t be made on this.basis. Figure 14 .z

c1r contains a plot of friction coefficient versus Reynolds number for a

"completely submerged-disk with s/a ' .115 (Reference 1), and a plot of

I { C verses Reynolds number as taken from Figure 7 for X 1.0 and s/a , .10.

As can be seen the difference between these two results Is not too great.

I Figure 15 is a plot of the measured values of K as a function of

s/a for a completely submerged disk (Reference 1) and a plot of the authors

theoretical results taken from Figure 4 . These results also agree very

well.

I 7. RECVAOKN TIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

1. The velocity profiles that were assumed have been shown (Reference 1)

7"to be accurate for Reynolds numbers less than 10 Above this value, little

work has been reported. It would, therefore, be beneficial to measure the

-! profiles for Reynolds numbers greater than 107, and to modify the theory that

is presented here to Include these new profiles.

Ii 2. Another effect that has been neglected is radial flow within the core.

This flow has been observed, but an attempt has not been made to determine

_the effect of this flow on the torque and velocity ratio.

I -4*... .. J
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3. Thetr*' calculation is baued on the assumption that the core fluidrotates Ams solid core, and hence the velocity ratio is2 constan It. It hasI-beert observ#ed that the effect of radial flow is to retard the rotational
Velo1city of the f luid at small radii. . In effect, this makes the velocityIratio a :variable2 vI.L-ii radius, and therefore makes the thrust equatioa not

exactly cerrect.ý

-26



Ill _. FLUID DYNAMIC TESTING

. nestigat ion o f DZL8 SaIs

. Fluid dynamic testing of two different DZL (Dynamic Zero Leakage) seals

:using water as the working fluid continued. Most experiments were made with

the wide axial gap DZL sea, because this configuration will be installed on

Lthe liquid metal seal test rig. Various axial clearances -within the seals

"" - and va-rious radial clearances on the close clearance portion of the seal

'were investigated. This investigation necessarily included the manufacture

Eof additional hardware. This hardware was manufactured from aluminum and

plexiglass and therefore did not require long lead times to obtain. The

'results of the testing of this DZL-seal revealed that the inside axial width

- of the DZL seal was not critical for acceptable operation of the seals. The -

radial clearances required within the seal were necessarily small to limit
- the flow of sealing medium from one chamber of the seal to the other. This

limitation on radial clearance, however, is acceptable since the clearances

which provided acceptable operation were several times larger than the

bearing clearances in a normal turbo machinery design. Both DZL seal

fli
configuration with water as a working fluid were sticcessfully operated at

speeds up to 20,000 RPM without any loss of liquid sealing fluid due to the

; interface instability occuring at the inside diameter of the rotating

Ii fluid ring on the stationary wall of the seal housing. Sufficient fluid

* dynamic information on this liquid metal seal configuration have been

obtained by now to finalize the seal test rig design.
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" :2. Addi tiona'lIn'vestiga tion of the Squeeze SBea

Af ter comple tion the investigation or the DZL seals the test rig was

disassenbled and set-up wasmde for testing miscellaneous squeeze seal

° configurations. :During analysis of test data it became apparent that

several operational regimes of the squeeze seal configuration were

"" . insufficiently covered by tests. Therefore to complete the squeeze seal

test coverage and to allow proper analytical interpretation of the test

results, a total of 14 additional tests had to be performed. The testing

was done at five speeds up to maximum pressure capability with a constant

cooling flow maintained within the seal.

Since the purpose of the testing was to obtain data on the squeeze

jseal operation and allow the accurate prediction of 3ealing potential and

p ower, requirements It was necessary to test the individual portions of the

"seal. This meant that the rotating disk and the squeeze portion of the seal

-were to be separately tested. Therefore, tor one half of the tests, the

.disk was removed from the test rig. Water was then injected within the

[ close clearance squeeze portion of the seal and the leakage fron each end was

mcasurcd. The pressire profile within the squeeze portion of the seal was

measured as was the torque requirements. The data from this testing is

presently being evaluated.

* [1 3. Evaluation of DZL Seals With Oil ET 378

The SPPS Operation was contacted by General Electric's Advauced

I Technology Operation to evaluate DZL seals using ET 378 organic fluid (Dow

.Chemical Company, BDis (Phenoxyphenyl) as working nedium. This f1tlud is

n nuI I s n-



, intended as bearing and seal fluid of the generator for the NASA sponsored I

SNAP 8 project and has special outstanding features such-as low vapor

- pressure at elevated temperatures (See Figure 16 ). The high price and

i"rts /liited availablity forcedus to convert the open loop of the water ,

"seal rig'-facility to a close loop (See Figure 17 ). Both water evalua-ted"

DZL seal configurations were tested with this fluid. Basically seal

-performance concerning liquid leakage due to interface instability was

I very much the same. After proper operation of the close loop seal facility

both DZL seals did not leak liquid organic fluid up to the maximum test

speed of 15,000 RPM while the seals were running in normal air atmosphere

and were not subjected to a pressure difference. Figure 18 was obtained

during inierface stability investigation of the narrow gap DZL seal. The

I photograph shows typical DZL seal operation in air •atmosphere without sealing

a pressure difference. The seal was photographed while operating at

9,900 RPMI. The entire seal disk cavity is filled with rotating LT 378 fluid,

-. however no liquid leakage can be observed leaving the seal through the gap

fOrmed between stationary plexiglass sleeve and rot.'ting shaft as seen in the

center of the photograph. The leaking fluid which can be seen at the bottom
of the seal housing resulted from leaks through bolt Joles along the periphery

of the stationary plexiglass seal cover. During trials to seal pressurized

I nitrogen or air, a peculiar phenomena was observe:d. The organic fluid

rapidly dissolved the gas and became foamy. Sealing against pressurized air

jj was therefore not,too successful, however, If pressurized gas was introduced

on the MIL seal side, liquid leakage due to fluid ring instability did not,

occur.



After the experience of sealing pressurized gases it was considered

quite unlikely that the ET 378 would be a good enough sealing fluid to seal

-atmospheric air against a vacuum. However, tests were arranged to check

both DZL seal configurations under actual vacuum conditions. A typical

. set-up for vacuum seal testing is shown on Figure .19 . The figure shows the

narrow gap DZL seal configuration facing the vacuum chamber together with

a rotating disk-squeeze seal arrangement facing the atmospheric air side.

[ Characteristica&l pressures and temperatures as obtained during testing up

to 13,200 RPM are also indicated. After proper seal flow and speed setting

S(up to 9,000 RPM) the vacuum chamber was evacuated by a mechanical roughening

pump down to 28.9 inch Hg. Surprisingly this vacuum in the cnamber during

the seal operation could easily be maintained, after a valve in the vacuum

extraction line was closed. No leakage due to foaming as observed during the

-trials to seal pressurized gases could be detected. After improving changes

Sof the seal hardware both DZL seal configurations were capable to sustain the

vacuum as produced by the roughening pump between 7000 RPM and the maximum

test speed of 15,000 RPM without liquid leakage due to interface instability,

The maximum speed was limited by the frictional heat generated in the seal.

The results of these simple tests increased considerably the changes of

successful application of DZL seals in liquid metal systems.

S: f
L
I
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. IV. LIQUID METAL SEAL TEST FACILITIES

[ 1. Seal Rig Facility

-The manufacture.of the liquid metal seal test facility is proceeding

[ according to the revised schedule. To date components and all the frame-

work of the test facility have been completed. Figure 20 shows the complete
"assembled facility awaiting a mass spectrometer leak test before -it is

-moved to the actual test area in Building 314.

I The installation of the liquid metal seal test facility within

Building 314 requires considerabLe additional installations to the existing

. Ibuilding and the facility. Argon supply for the test rigs externally

pressurized gas bearings and controll instrumentation for facility and the

seal rig have to be installed, before checkout of facility can be initiated.

'I
2, Seal TestRig

Manufacture of the liquid metal seal test rig continued during this

reporting period. Primary manufacturing emphasis was placed on the cold end

of the test rig where the test turbine and gas bearing portion of the rig

Is located. The sundry small parts necessary to mount the test turbine on

F, the rig were manufactured. The hot portion of the se%-i test rig, the part

• fwhich operates actually in liquid metal and houses the DZL seal, has been

completely designed utilizing the seal information obtained during water and
SI organic fluid seal testing. Presently manufacturing specifications for the

Sindividualtest rig parts are, being prepared and at the end of this month

all drawings and the pertinent informtiouti •ball be in the hands of the

I manufacturer. All forgings required for tht. test rig have been n ede1ired. This

includes forgings of the, following 1materiaIN: 316 SS, R,,x .4- and Waspalloy.



V V. ELECTRo.'4DE• M WELDING OF REX 9 RATERI-AL

I As discussed in m or e in the last quarterly progress report,

"Rex 49 was selected as the gas bearing shaft material. Manufacturing

I considerations made weld4tg of shaft parts desirable, however, Insufficient

. information on welding of Rex 49 forced a detailed investigation of this

":materials welding capability. Two approaches to the problem were considered

to determine the best configuration and requirements for the weld process;

:,first,welding the components before hardening; and second, welding the

F i components in the hardened condition.

The composition of the Rex 49 material is:

%C U.n Si Cr W No V Co

1.10 0.45 0.30 4.25 6.75 3.75 2.0 5.0

The high carbon content and the large amount of carbide forming

constituents indicate that fusion welding this material would result in the

C formation of brittle martensitic structures. Zlectrcn beam welding was

- considered because of the shallow hcat affected zones produced by the process

"" and the ability of the electron beam to penetrate to the depth required.

I• 1. Test Outline

1. The dimensions used in the test specimens were taken from the seal

shaft design so that the actual weld and heat treat stress conditions

could be closely approximated. The assembly was tested with the

plug fitting loosely and, in a second instance, with• shrink fit.

- 32
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. The original one-half (1/2) inch thickness of the plug was

"decreased after an initial weld trial to one-quarter (1/4)

1 inch when this was found to be the maximum depth of penetration

-of the electron beam welder at 90% of power.

2. The material was in the spherodized annealed condition as received

Iand the first welds made were on specimens in this condition.

"" After welding, the assembly was checked for cracks and promptly

tempered. Following the tempering of the weld, the assembly was

. annealed and heat treated according to recommendations of the

Crucible Steel Company Data Sheet on Rex 49; i.e., pre-heat at

t . 1525*F,. austenitize fifteen minutes at 2225°F, quench in molten

S• salt at LIO0*F% air cool to 150 0 F and tempered immediately at

tA 1050OF for two hours, then two hours each for two treatments at

12500F.

- A second series of specimens were hardened as above and tempered

at a selected, temperature before welding: they were re-tempered

at that same temperature immediately following the welding

operation. The hardened specimens were evaluated at the following

three hardness (or temper) levels; i.e., 1650OF (Specimen D),

14500F (Specimen E), and 1250'F (Specimen F). As will later be

shown, pre-weld hardness did not appear to affect the weldabLlity

or resistance to cracking.

1 3. The machine used in this investigation was a 150 KV, 20 M.A.P

HamLlton-ZeLss electron beam welder. Activation of the electrom

I beam-was limited by an environmental pressure requirement of no

greater than 5 x 10-4 mm of Hg.
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j - Pre-heat and post-heat of the samples was accomplished at 100 KV

ad2 N.A. resulting In a temperature of approximately 800*F.

SIndexing of the bean on the center ot the Joint was accomplished

at 120 KV and 5 M.A. Welding was accomplished at 150 KV and

-14 M.A. The specimen was rotated to provide movement of the

I electron beam around the weld. A circle generator was employed

"so as to "knit" the Joint for optimum fustion of both components.

I. Figure 21 illustrates the desired weld spike and the resultant

path traced by the electron beam when the circle generator was

employed.

2. Discussion

. 1. Welding of the Rex 49 material was done first on the as-received,

annealed samples. Pre-heat by the electron bean of approximately

800F was employed on these specimens. Two of the three samples

'cracked before stress-relieving could be accomplished.

a. The first specimen (A) was successfully welded and immediately

tempered. Following -temper of the hardened weld, the assembly

'was annealed and given the recommended hardening treatment,

tempering at 10500 F and 1250"F.

Figure 22 shows the homogenous condition of the weldment

Safter heat treatment. The weld is stress cracked near the

point of the spike at the weld-base metal interface (not

visible In macro).



1 b. The weld of the second specimen (B) cracked before stress-

relief could be accomplished. Following tempering of the

flrst.weld the specimen was "repair welded". The first

"weld spike was made at 120 KV, 5 A.,P 20 inches/minute,

(circle generator was used in all instances at a setting

i of 14). The repair weld was made at 150 KV, 10 M.A., and

other conditions the same as above; the repair resulted in

w. what appeared to be a sound Joint. Sectioning of the

specimen disclosed a crack in one portion of the joint where

the fusion was not complete (Figure 23 ). Another section

of specimen B disclosed no crack; it showed complete fusion

of both components (Figure 24).

C. The third annealed sample cracked and was repair welded at

150 KV, 12 M.A. The specimen was sectioned and used to

evaluate further weld settings-.

I 2. The second series of electron beam welds was performed on hardened

and temporud specimcns. The electron beam was indexed on the

joint at 120 KVY 2 M.A. and increased to IS0 KVP 12 M.A. for

welding.

I a. Specimen D was hardened and tempered at 160OF with a resulting

hardness of R 54. The electron beam was indexed and Increased
iE1 c

to welding power as indicated above; this resulted In a shift

of the beam about .020" radially inward placing the weld spike

almost wholly within the plug. Because of the lack of fusion

: . •-- --•• •3 -



between plug and cylinder, the plug lifted and tore the

ring material as shown in Figure 25 The amount of

I weld bcnd at the tear is ,shown on Figure 26 Corrective

action was applied to following specimens without complete

success. The inability to accurately track along theS-1
circumferential weld Joint was responsible for lack of

Scomplete fusion and cracking. .

b. Specimen E was hardened and tempered at 1050OF and 1450 *F

I with a resultant hardness of R 55. This specimen was

considered to be successfully welded when a cursory

examination disclosed no obvious cracks. Later metallographic

examination disclosed cracks in the center of the weld;

-the location of these cracks Is shown in Figure 27.

F c.. Specimen F-was hardened and tempered at 1050"F and 125OF

with a resultant hardness of R 57. This specimen appearedSc
also to have been successfully welded. The sample was

SI removed from the weld chamber and while being examined for

cracks, burst audibly into two pieces (Figure 28 ).

• Figures 28 and 29 show that the weld spike was not centered

on the Joint. Small cracks were found near specimen surface

"at weld metal-base metal interface.

3 . Observations

"1. In general, steels having a carbon content in excess of 0.50%

require a pro-heat temperature mininum of 500'F and a post-heat

1 -ag
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!i

. temperature 'between 10000F and 12500F in order to relieve the

. stresses of the brittle weld metal to prevent cracking.

The beneficial contributions of pre-heat and post-heat could

nt: be accurately determined in these tests on Rex 49 because

the electron beam was used as the heat source. The electron I
, beam was diffused to enlarge the heated area but was still

.- concentrated on a small spot on the surface of the specimen.

The combined mass of the specimen and fixture removed this

I heat too rapidly to allow uniform heating of the specimen.

Post-heating with the electron beam appeared only to effect

SI the surface of the weld bead.

S2. Electron beam welding of this material created a very shallow

heat affected zone as can be seen on Figures 30 and 31

SThe high hardness of the weld spike can be noted also from the

figure.

3. Complete fusion of the joint is necessary because the presence
(1 of a notch can (and did) cause a crack to propagate through the

[ brittle weld metal.

4. The electron beam does not appear to be controllable to the

! degree required at the high power settings which are necessary

to penetrate to the full depth of such a joint.
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:::: : : 4 o Sum %4 ry

The results of these tests Indicate that successful electron-bean

welding of Rex 49 material cannot be accomplished at the present time with

an degree of confidence of electron beam welding of tool steels. In order

to advance the present state-of-the-art furth~~ivsiain 3nto factors

"[such as pre-heat and post-heat temperatures, and electron beam shift

characteristics duting power level changes are required in order to produce

"[ welds with a high degree of confidence.
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Cracks

AEgtr 2

j3 TeFiprer22

4) ElAtronva eamWle

U5) 1It.a rdened and Tempered

R EM1 1ARKýS: 'Minuite Cracks Dis-tcOvered, During tictallographic
-Examiiination. Cracks L~oicted in Wel~d XMetal.-Bas;e

Met~at Botund; ry Nea r Point of Spike.



Diiic rn n Du -e -o W e Id
During Slidificati02

I ,-Figure 23.

SPECIMEN B:

'CONDITION: Sperodizced Antieal

HISTORY: I)Pre-Kcat Approximately 800 F
2) Electron Beam NWelded
3) Cracked
4) Te.mpe re(III5) Repair Welded
6) C~rack-ed

REM~AlU<S: Wel~d Crack- Propog.ated fromi Notch Created
by In~complete Fis ion of Joint.
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.'-.Figure, 
24.

SPCMNB

I4 TeFigrer24

5) RepaircnBa Welded

6) Cracked (See Figure 3)

REA S This section shown 1300 f rom Figure 2 is not Cracke

Bcczs of Complete Fustion of JointanSrs Rif
Accom~plished whenVI Weaker Portion of S~ample Cra~cked.
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Fi'r

[ Fillire 25.

SPECIMEN D:

1;CONDITION: Hardened, Tempered at 1650 F

r $ HIiSTORY, I Pre-heat Approximately 800OF
2)Electroll Beam Welded

3) Critrked and Lifted,

F EMR~:The lelectron Beam Shifted Radially Inward During
Welding Resulting ill th'is Defective Weldxment. The11~itl. Trace of the Electron Beam can be S een
on1 this Weld Bead.
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Figure, 26.

{ SPECIMEN D:

CONDITION: I[a rdcned, Tempered. at 1650 0 F

r0
LiHISTORY: 1). Pre-heat Approximnately 800 F

2) Electron Beamn Welded
3.) Cracked and Lifted (See Figure 5)

REMARKS: Cross Section of Weld Indicating LocationLof Weld Spike.

C.;309 1.315
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Figure 27.

SPECIMEN E:

CONDITION: 11ardencd, Tempe red at 1450'F

HISTORY:. 1), Preha at Approximately 80OoF

1113) Immediately Tempered

REMARKS:. Cursory hispection after Welding Disclosed No Cracks-.
Assembly was Therefore Tempered and Sectioned for,

Mealorah. eallog raphie E~xarnituition Disclosed

Cr~acks in the Center of the Weld Spike,
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Figure>~ 29

SPECIMEN F

CODTO: HreeTmee t15O
HIST RY: ).Pe-hetat pprximaely 00O

iITOY and tre he Shit ApofimthWely Spike. -eet

tion wasGood and Spike well Formed.
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~ IFigure 31. Hardness Survey of Electron Beam Weld Annealed Rex 49.
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